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THIS SPA IS NOT FOR EVERYBODY!

The OKAndinavia Diamond: Elevating the Spa Experience to New Heights. As a leading man-
ufacturer of spa products in Europe, HANSCRAFT is proud to introduce the OKAndinavia  
Diamond, a hot tub MASTERPIECE that sets a new standard in luxury & design. With its roots 
in the timeless designs of Skandinavian Bauhaus and Finnish masters such as Alvar Aalto, Tapio 
Wirkkala, and Timo Sarpaneva, the Okandinavia Diamond is a piece of art made by HANSCRAFT 
& Best in Class designer Ing. Arch. MgA. Ondřej Kamenický.

For our dealers, the OKAndinavia Diamond is the ultimate spa solution for discerning clients 
who demand nothing but the best. It offers a level of luxury and design that surpasses even the 
most prestigious spa brands, setting it apart as a true Rolls-Royce of hot tubs. The OKAndinavia 
Diamond’s spacious interior, comfortable seating (not a joke), and powerful jet system provide 
a truly rejuvenating spa experience. The OKAndinavia Diamond is not just a hot tub, but true 
work of art.

At HANSCRAFT, we understand the importance of delivering top-quality products that meet 
the demands of the modern business landscape. That’s why the OKAndinavia Diamond is 
backed by  comprehensive warranty, providing our dealers with peace of mind and their clients 
with years of trouble-free use. MADE IN CZECH REPUBLIC, country known for High quality 
manufacturing. Just in time delivery possible!

OKAndinavia Diamond is the ultimate in luxury and design for the B2B market. Its stunning 
combination of classic and contemporary design elements, exceptional functionality, and pre-
mium quality make it the perfect choice for those who want to offer their clients a world-class 
spa experience. If you’re a dealer looking to stand out from the competition and offer your 
clients the very best, the OKAndinavia Diamond is a must-have for your product offer for those, 
who want ONLY THE BEST & UNIQUE!



Nominee for the RED DOT award 1st price winner for design







Ing. Arch. MgA. Ondřej Kamenický
OK A DE SIGN

My challenge in addressing the morphology of the 
bath was to transform surfaces and lines into an 
ergonomic and comfortable entity. As an architect, 
I consider a whirlpool to be a blend of furniture with 
interior space. I perceive it as facets of an inside-out 
iceberg, taken from a massive block. The individual 
facets are positioned so that they compose, through 
light and refl ection, the image of refracted surfaces. 
At the same time, they direct massage jets to specifi c 
areas of the user’s body. The intentional contrast 
between the sharp edges versus the bath’s embracing 
fullness is ergonomically realized as one’s body fl oats 
in the water with no direct contact with the bathtub’s 
artistically designed edge.

From an ergonomic standpoint, I build on an experience 
gained developing OKA Design top model hot tubs. The 
layout includes two loungers and three seats, including 
a comfortable ‘captain’s seat’. A complete new idea is 
this being a hybrid position – functioning as a seat facing 
the others, or back part of a classic lounger. Its shape 
follows our previous lounger concepts, and represents 
a contrast between comfort and sharp-edged visual 
impressions.



Online material
confi gurator

Shell

Cabinet

Specifi cations Standard Extra

Pearl White

Concrete

Winter Solstice

Dark Stone Afro Grey Creek Ecuador Patina Bronze Antique

Size: 220 × 220 × 93 cm
Water volume: 1 320 l
Loungers: 2
Seats: 3
Weight without water: 450 kg
Massage pumps: 3× single speed
 2,2 kW 50 Hz
 Filter pumps: 1× 0,25 kW (HANSCRAFT)
Titanium heating: 3 kW (Balboa)
Filter: cartridges CMP (USA)
Safety intake: 4× suction basket
Shell material: ABS acrylate (Lucite/Aristech, USA)
  + Green Shield
Jets: 76 pcs hydromassage, 8 pcs blower
 (total 84 pcs)

Nordic extra insulation
Hydromassage
Blower
UV lamp
Ozonator
LED lights in Spa
Bottom LED light strip
Control system
Titanium water heating
Thermocover
Durable side panels
Spa Touch 3
Aquatic Sound System

Wifi  control module
MicroSilk
Bypass
Thermocover lifter
Spa steps

Green 
 Shield

Safety
Regular 
Production
Surveillance

Online material
confi gurator

Winter Solstice



www.HANSCR AFT.eu

DIAMOND SPA is a technological masterpiece of the range by OKANDINAVIA design.

The Spa provides 5 seats and its equipped with 85 jets. Parametrs and equipment

of OKANDINAVIA Diamond is absolutelly unrivalled.


